HARMONY AWARDS

PRE-PRIMARY
Alex O’Brien  Alex Pawlowski  Alexi Horner  Khloe Whelan

BANDICOOTS
Declan O’Leary  Azarayah Ugle

WOMBATS
Zeus Ballesteros  Taryn Brown

MAGPIES
Aleasha Byrne  Cooper Glendinning

BLUE TONGUES
Isabel Neeliplackal  Ashley Poole

JOEYS
Krista Ndunguru  Losowa Laki Wani  Lydia Neeliplackal

KOALAS
Maria Jose Lopez Navarra  Yesnah Yousofzai  Oskar Ziolkowski

BLACK SWANS
Sebastian Foufas  MacKenzie Mc Gowan

ECHIDNAS
Jacob Bonasera  Aliay Magok.

GOANNAS
Angel Baiju  Samuel Albert  Princess Rionda

ROOS
Tinaishe Changunda  Cade Clarke

EAGLES
Kayleigh Henry  Okumu Odera  Matthew Zscherpel

LOTE
Blake Ruscoe  Brendon Makanda

SCIENCE
Ben McCalman  Lara Westlake

MUSIC
Tuja Laki Wani  Eva Thomson  Kelly Uy

SPORTS
Janavi Deshpande  Matthew Zscherpel  Losowa Laki Wani

UNIFORM
Trisha Mae Iligan

BIRTHDAYS
Shelby Poole  Keani Benavides-Mahia  Cade Clarke  Trisha Ilagan  Luca Napoli
Zara Divita  Kevin Johnson  Lara Kallydin  Declan O Leary  Zyan Brown
Mary Dagleish  Charlene Napier- Winch  Zane Middelton  Olivia Lopez  Neha Simjo
Nicholas Hoar  Zahil Solomon  MJ Rionda  Oskar Ziolkowski  Clair May
Ella Zscherpel  Divyam Thakkar  Brock Halliday  Julian Gruber  Cloud Baltazar
Chris Sengbe  Gok Deng  Mainey Munroe  Jacob Bonasera  Natasha Shah
Adior Deng  Caleb Ogle  Charlize Schwartz  Henry Dwyer  Neha Simjo
Mark Kunka  Eva Thompson  Beny Lem  Wani Lem  Finn Dowling
Riley Edwards  Lachlan Ward  " "  "  "
The Geckoes have had a great start to Pre-Primary. This week we made pancakes for Shrove Tuesday. We have also started Indonesian lessons. We have been making lots of new friends in our new class.
Free Family Bush Dance!
Friday the 19th of February 2016
St John Paul II CPS
Kindy/Pre-Primary area
5.30-8.30pm
Free event for all families of the school
BYO picnic rug and chairs

Drinks and cakes available to purchase

Cuddly Animal Farm

Awesome Bush Band!!

$3 Sausage sizzle